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ABSTRACT 

The Covid-19 crisis triggered a “dash for cash” phenomenon that revealed vulnerabilities on short-
term debt markets. To foster monetary policy transmission and indirectly to ensure firms’ short-term 
financing needs, the Eurosystem effectively bought for the first time corporate commercial paper 
(CP) market in March 2020, as part of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP).Using 
a difference-in-differences approach that exploits the PEPP eligibility criteria, our findings suggest 
that the program triggered a shift in the debt composition of eligible firms. Maturity at issuance 
increased on average by 42 days for eligible issuers, which contributed to a reduction in rollover risk. 
This asset purchase program was effective in easing financing conditions, which translated into a 
compression of yields between 8 and 11 basis points for eligible firms. Eligible issuances increased 
but we do not find that the PEPP fostered issuance at the aggregate level. For issuers whose debt 
was mainly held by money market funds prior to the crisis, we found that the effect on maturity is 
more contained, indicating that firms’ investor sector matters.  
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

The Covid-19 crisis triggered a “dash for cash” phenomenon that revealed vulnerabilities on short-

term debt markets, and required the intervention of various central banks. The Eurosystem, the 

Federal Reserve and the Bank of England decided to conduct asset purchases of corporate 

commercial papers that correspond to unsecured short-term debt securities issued by non-financial 

firms to meet their cash needs, such as payrolls and inventories. This paper studies the impact of the 

first asset purchases conducted by the Eurosystem as part of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase 

Programme on the French market. 

In March 2020, market tensions on the corporate commercial paper market started to materialize: 

issuance volumes plummeted coupled with a deterioration of issuance terms (maturity and financing 

conditions). Firms able to issue such securities were doing so with shorter maturities, possibly 

increasing their vulnerabilities in the short run (rollover risk), and at higher rates. These market 

disruptions were closely related to the ones observed among money market funds as these financial 

intermediaries have a significant footprint on the commercial paper market. In the Covid-19 context, 

the demand for these securities was also severely impaired. Indeed, money market funds (MMFs), 

typically held by institutional investors for cash management, were facing significant outflows from 

investors withdrawing their shares. To face these redemptions, money market funds first used their 

cash buffers. However, they were also forced to sell some assets, including commercial papers at 

prices lower than the ones that would have prevailed if the secondary market for commercial papers 

were not both small and illiquid and if the universe of alternative investors to buy their CP were not 

so limited. These tensions ultimately required the intervention of the Eurosystem on this market to 

restore confidence and boost trading activity.  

The Eurosystem was able to buy commercial papers issued by investment grades firms, in euros, with 

a maturity higher than 28 days, and a minimum issuance amount of 10 million €, both on the primary 

and secondary market. This intervention was slightly different from the other past ones, especially 

asset purchases of corporate bonds within the Corporate Securities Purchase Programme (CSPP). 

First, the intervention was fast and short-lived, since a significant share of the purchases conducted 

in 2020 were made three months after the start of the purchases. Second, the goal of the PEPP was 

to restore trading volume to keep a reference rate for these unsecured securities, ultimately allowing 

for a smoother monetary policy transmission in the short run.  

The primary objective of this paper is to understand the effects of the PEPP on corporate commercial 

paper market in terms of volumes and issuance terms (interest rates and maturity). We found a shift 

in the debt composition of eligible firms towards eligible debt, without an economically significant 

effect on the aggregate volume. We discovered that the PEPP led to an easing of financing conditions 

for eligible firms by 12 bps on average and 18 bps for longer maturity buckets. While the PEPP was 

not targeting maturity at first, we found a significant increase in maturity by 42 days on average for 

eligible firms, with potential positive effect on rollover risk of these corporations. On the demand 

side, as the investor base matters regarding the terms of the short-debt securities that firms issue, we 

split our sample of eligible firms between those primarily hold by MMFs before the crisis, e.g. in 

December 2019, and the others. We uncover that the effect on maturity was smaller when MMF were 

significant holders of debt, indicating their role into maturity debt structure.  
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Figure 1. Estimates of the effect of the start of the purchases of commercial papers on the 
maturity at issuance of eligible firms (in days)  

 
Note: Sample January 2020-September 2020. The dots represent the estimated impact of the start of the 

purchases of CP on the maturity of newly issued corporate CPs by eligible firms (treatment group), and their 

confidence intervals, before and after the start of the purchases. CP purchases started on March 27th 2020, and 

represents the “0” period after treatment. 

 

L’impact du PEPP sur le marché des 
papiers commerciaux des entreprises 

RÉSUMÉ 

La crise du Covid-19 a déclenché un phénomène de « ruée vers le cash » qui a révélé les 
vulnérabilités des marchés de la dette à court terme. Pour favoriser la transmission de la politique 
monétaire et indirectement pour assurer les besoins de financement à court terme des entreprises, 
l’Eurosystème a acheté pour la première fois des papiers commerciaux (commercial papers ou CP) en 
mars 2020, dans le cadre du Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP). En utilisant une 
approche de différence-en-différence avec les critères d’éligibilité du PEPP, nos résultats suggèrent 
que ce programme a entraîné une modification de la composition de la dette CP des entreprises 
éligibles. Ainsi, la maturité à l'émission pour les émetteurs éligibles a augmenté en moyenne de 42 
jours par rapport aux émetteurs non éligibles, ce qui a contribué à réduire leur risque de 
refinancement. Ce programme d'achat d'actifs a également permis d'assouplir les conditions de 
financement, ce qui s'est traduit par une compression des taux d’intérêt entre 8 et 11 points de base 
pour les entreprises éligibles. L’effet sur la maturité est plus contenu pour les émetteurs ayant une 
base d’investisseurs majoritairement composée de fonds monétaires avant la crise. 
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1. Introduction

In March 2020, money market funds (MMFs) experienced a surge in outflows as investors

sought to manage urgent cash needs, directly stemming from the implementation of lock-

down measures to combat the Covid-19 pandemic. To meet these redemption demands,

MMFs resorted to selling a portion of their assets, which notably included corporate com-

mercial papers (CPs), constituting an average of 19.6% of their assets before the crisis in our

sample1. Corporate CPs, issued by non-financial corporations to address short-term cash re-

quirements with a maximum maturity of 12 months, became pivotal in this scenario. Despite

traditionally being the primary investors in this market, MMFs found themselves unable to

participate actively. Consequently, this withdrawal of major players exacerbated a strain on

firms’ short-term funding, evident in the tightening of financing conditions. Interest rates,

for instance, surged on average from −0.21% to −0.01% between the first week of February

and mid-March 2020, while issuance volumes plummeted from 6.7 bn AC to 2 bn AC over the

same period2. Given the critical role of this market in fulfilling firms’ short-term financing

needs and its significance for monetary policy transmission, these disruptions warranted the

Eurosystem’s first effective intervention in the corporate CP market.

On March 18th, 2020, as part of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP),

the Eurosystem revised the eligibility criteria for corporate commercial paper purchases

within its existing large-scale asset purchase program, the Corporate Sector Purchase Pro-

gramme (CSPP). During the April 16th, 2020 meeting of the International Monetary and

Financial Committee, Christine Lagarde articulated the rationale behind these amendments:

”Against the background of a profoundly weaker economic outlook for the euro area as well as deterio-

rating and more fragmented financial conditions, the ECB’s Governing Council took bold and decisive policy

action in March to combat the negative effects of the coronavirus shock in order to counter the serious risks

to the monetary policy transmission mechanism, the outlook for the euro area and price stability.To target

our purchases to the specific shock and contingency at hand, we expanded the range of eligible assets under

the corporate sector purchase programme to include non-financial commercial paper.”

The primary objective mirrored that which prompted asset purchases in the bond market

under the CSPP: to alleviate financing conditions and stimulate CP issuance, particularly

for large and creditworthy firms reliant on market-based finance, potentially benefiting other

1Source: BdF data on investment funds, merged with TCN dataset (BdF), Q4-2019.
2Source: TCN dataset, issuances in euros only.
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firms as well (Grosse-Rueschkamp et al. (2019)). Ensuring the active participation of these

large firms in the CP market was deemed essential to free up banks’ financing capacity for

smaller firms lacking access to the market. Notably, corporate CPs were already eligible

under the CSPP but with different criteria. Since no purchases had been made under the

CSPP, the initiation of the PEPP presented an opportune moment to investigate the effects

of asset purchases rather than merely the impact of their announcement. The true ”surprise”

laid in the commencement of purchases shortly after the announcement, on March 27th, 2020.

What was the impact of the PEPP on the French corporate CP market? In this paper,

we offer insights into the aggregate and dynamic effects of the purchase program on this

crucial financial sector, the largest national market within the euro area (de Guindos and

Schnabel (2020)). Resorting to a difference-in-differences approach, we leverage the newly

introduced eligibility criteria of the PEPP compared to those of the CSPP, where corporate

CPs were eligible under different conditions but no effective purchases occurred. By doing

so, we analyze the effects of asset purchases on the corporate CP market vis-à-vis a scenario

involving the announcement alone. We utilize transaction-level data of commercial paper

issuances, which are paired with firm-level variables including balance sheet, income state-

ment details, and credit ratings spanning from January 2020 to September 2020. Given that

net asset purchases under the PEPP turned negative in June 2020, we extend our analysis by

an additional quarter to assess potential effects of the program during its less active phase,

characterized by a reduced market footprint on new issuances.

Specifically, our analysis hones in on the impact of the PEPP on three pivotal dimensions

of corporate commercial papers (CPs): i) volumes issued, ii) yields, and iii) maturity. Our

findings reveal limited evidence supporting the effectiveness of the PEPP in stimulating

overall issuances. Despite observing an increase in the average amount issued per trans-

action by 3.27 million AC, this effect diminishes when accounting for aggregate shocks and

time-invariant differences across issuers, such as firm- and time-fixed effects. However, we

observe a notable impact on the issued amount of eligible transactions—those meeting cri-

teria regarding currency, minimum amount, and maturity, and issued by Investment Grade

(IG)-rated firms. On average, the issued amount for these transactions rose by 8.40 million

AC, representing a substantial 31.57% increase compared to pre-crisis levels3 of issuance by

non-eligible firms. This effect was particularly pronounced in the first month following the

3The average of issued amount by non-eligible firms before the crisis is computed using data from January
to March 2020.
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initiation of purchases. Additionally, when segmenting our sample by rating buckets, we dis-

cover that firms just above the eligibility threshold regarding their credit rating drove most

of the increase in debt issuance, similar to findings by Todorov (2020) for bonds during the

CSPP. However, the impact on total debt issued was in reality more limited, with eligible

firms reducing their aggregate issued amounts by 89.73 million AC on aggregate, equivalent

to only 0.14% of the issued amounts by eligible firms before the crisis. Overall, our results

suggest that eligible firms adjusted their debt composition to align with PEPP criteria but

did not substantially increase their aggregate issued amounts.

Turning to the terms of issuance, our analysis consistently reveals a substantial increase

in maturities for eligible firms following the commencement of PEPP purchases, with an

average extension of 42 days compared to their pre-crisis levels 4. This corresponds to a

significant 54.24% maturity rise for eligible issuers. Given that longer maturities serve to

mitigate rollover risk and consequently reduce credit risk (He and Xiong (2012)), this findings

suggests that the PEPP contributed to a decrease in the vulnerabilities of eligible firms. No-

tably, this effect was immediate upon the initiation of purchases and persisted for up to four

months before dissipating, coinciding with a period where net purchases by the Eurosystem

turned negative. This pattern is consistent with previous research by Duygan-Bump et al.

(2012), indicating that central banks’ interventions in commercial paper markets tend to be

transient and effective only when accompanied by a significant market participation.

Moreover, we observe considerable heterogeneity in the effect across investors, particularly

regarding maturity preferences. Short maturities are particularly appealing for MMFs due

to European regulatory constraints on their portfolio-weighted average maturity. Our anal-

ysis demonstrates that eligible issuers predominantly held by MMFs 5 before the Covid-19

crisis experienced a more modest increase in maturity at issuance, extending by 32.8 days,

compared to 42 days in the overall sample. In contrast, eligible issuers not predominantly

held by MMFs before the crisis saw a more substantial extension in maturity, averaging 86.7

days. These findings underscore the significance of investor preferences and role in shaping

firms’ terms of issuance and highlight the potential for central bank interventions to have a

varied impact based on the composition of investor holdings.

One objective of the PEPP was to ease financing conditions, thereby enhancing the at-

4This corresponds to a 40.38% increase for non-eligible issuers compared to their pre-crisis levels.
5We define a firm as being mainly hold by MMFs if its total issued CP debt during Q4-2019 is hold at

least by 75% by MMFs
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tractiveness of commercial paper issuance and stimulating issuance volumes. Our analysis

reveals a notable decrease in the interest rate at issuance of corporate CPs by eligible issuers,

ranging between 8 and 11 basis points following the initiation of purchases. This effect holds

substantial economic significance, especially considering that, post-PEPP, interest rates at

issuance increased by an average of 21 basis points compared to pre-crisis levels. Upon seg-

menting our sample between short- and long-term maturity CPs, we observe that the effect

was primarily driven by the former. This finding suggests that the PEPP’s impact was

particularly pronounced for the short-term debt market segment that became newly eligible

under the PEPP compared to the CSPP-the commercial papers with a maturity between 28

days and 6 months.

Studying the real effects of the intervention presents challenges due to the program’s short

duration and the presence of other concomitant monetary and fiscal support measures aimed

directly at employment and investment, with a medium-term perspective. Our findings in-

dicate that the impact on short-term debt and cash ratios was limited. These results affirm

that the primary objective of this intervention was to restore confidence and alleviate finan-

cial conditions in the short-term.

We contribute to several strands of the literature. Firstly, we align with research on the

market structure of the corporate CP market, akin to Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2010) in the

US, by demonstrating that the investor universe in France is predominantly composed of

MMFs and that issuers typically consist of large, creditworthy firms (see Table 1). Secondly,

our study relates to the literature examining the impact of Large-Scale Asset Purchases

(LSAPs) on issued amounts and terms of issuance, such as yields and maturity, of financial

instruments targeted by these programmes. To our knowledge, the sole paper investigat-

ing the impact of the PEPP on the corporate CP market is by Breckenfelder and Schepens

(2022) at the euro area level. We advance the research agenda by utilizing transaction-level

data from the French market and analyzing both aggregate and transaction-level issuance

amounts. Our analysis leads us to conclude that while the PEPP altered the debt structure

of eligible issuers, it did not stimulate issuance amounts. Moreover, we contribute to identify-

ing the role of credit ratings in shaping issuers’ utilization of LSAPs, building upon the work

of Todorov (2020) for corporate bonds. Additionally, we highlight the role of the pre-crisis

investor universe on eligible issuers: firms whose commercial papers were predominantly held

by MMFs before the crisis were less successful in issuing CP with longer maturities. Lastly,

our study contributes to the empirical assessment of LSAPs by considering the potential en-
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dogeneity of eligibility criteria (amount and maturity), which are variable at the discretion

of firms. By employing the Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021) estimator, we provide a dynamic

analysis of the effects of PEPP purchases while overcoming the shortcomings of traditional

two-way fixed effects models.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We provide a comprehensive literature review

in Section 2.. Section 3. offers a summary of the March 2020 turmoil on the corporate

commercial paper market. Section 4. reviews the design of the PEPP. We present our data

in Section 5.. Our empirical strategy is detailed in Section 6.. Finally, we discuss our results

and the potential costs of the PEPP in Section 7. and Section 8. respectively. Robustness

tests are conducted in Section 9.. Section 10. concludes.

2. Related literature and contribution

We firstly relate to the literature on the market structure of the commercial paper market

for corporates. Most of the literature discussing this market focuses on the US. Kacperczyk

and Schnabl (2010) described extensively this market during financial crisis, as well as the

potential determinants of a collapse. The market structure they described is very similar

to the one we found for the French market: the investor universe is dominated by MMFs,

although it appears to be even more concentrated in the French case. On the supply side,

issuers are mostly large and creditworthy (see Figure 1). One key difference between the

US and the European market is that corporate issuers do not have sponsors, such as banks.

Sponsors are an important backstop, since they repurchase maturating CPs when other in-

vestors are not willing to. Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2010) also highlight the link between the

regulatory constraints of MMFs and their CPs holdings, underlying the role of institutional

investors in the decline of a market.

Few papers relates to the Euro Area. Part of the explanation is that in the Euro Area,

national markets coexist with the European one. The ECB releases on a regular basis a re-

port on money markets6, which draws an overview of secured and unsecured money markets,

including commercial papers. For the latter, they encompass the STEP market (Short Term

Euro Paper), a European initiative launched to develop common standards for commercial

paper issuance, and French data. Studying national markets altogether is complicated given

the lack of harmonized data: even if the Centralised Securities DataBase (CSDB) encom-

6Source: ECB money market study 2020.
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passes CPs issued in several countries, the dataset is at ISIN level at a monthly frequency,

and not at the transaction level (see Section 5. for more details). National regulatory re-

porting, such as the TCN dataset from Banque de France used in this paper, allows a more

granular analysis, at the transaction level.

The US literature already documents several episodes of runs on commercial papers. Covitz

et al. (2013) documented the run on the ABCP market in 2007 in the US. They define a

measure at the program level to identify runs on a CP program, depending on the maturing

debt and the outstanding amounts. They contribute to characterize runs on CPs with the

“asymmetric information” framework of bank panics. The determinants of the run cannot

be strictly compared with the European market, since the sponsor type is one of the main

determinants in their results, while being absent in the European framework. However, we

found that the 2020 market turmoil presented similitudes with the run described, including

shorter maturities and decreasing outstanding amounts. Together with rising yields, these

seems to indicate a decrease in the demand side of the market.

Secondly, we relate to the literature studying the impact of large scale asset purchases on

yields (Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011)). When purchasing securities, central

banks contribute to reduce risk premium, which translates into a yield reduction (Todorov

(2020)). Ensuring that firms could issue at reasonable financing conditions is also key to

foster debt issuance (de Guindos and Schnabel (2020)). The effect of LSAP on yields is dif-

ferent across maturity buckets: Breckenfelder and Schepens (2022) showed a yield reduction

of 12 bps for eligible CPs under the PEPP issued with a maturity lower than six months,

with a stronger effect for the maturity bucket between three and six months. Stronger effects

were observed in the US (around 95 bps according to Anadu et al. (2022) for the 30 days

maturity bucket). Duygan-Bump et al. (2012) also underlined the decrease in yields after

the implementation of the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund

Liquidity Facility (AMLF) in 2008. Results were similar for the effects of the CSPP on

bond yields: Todorov (2020) indicates a drop of 30 bps after the CSPP announcement on

secondary market, while Zaghini (2019) found an initial decrease of 71 bps on the primary

market for eligible bonds, associated to an indirect effect of 50 bps for non-eligible bonds,

which appears one semester later. We confirm these results regarding yields, and provide a

dynamic analysis: we observe a yield reduction for the buckets higher than 28 days, e.g. the

maturity buckets corresponding to the newly eligible criteria, which took several months to

unfold.
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We also contribute to the literature on the impact of LSAPs on eligible and total debt is-

suance. As mentioned by de Santis and Zaghini (2021), the credit channel of monetary

policy will be active only if central bank purchases help to foster corporate debt issuance,

in addition to decrease yields. This increase in issuance will contribute to financing diversi-

fication, thereby reducing the negative impact of shocks (de Fiore and Uhlig (2011)). Two

aspects of corporate issuance are important: by setting eligibility criteria, central banks

contribute to a shift into debt decomposition. Breckenfelder and Schepens (2022) showed

that the PEPP contributed to increase the issued amount of eligible debt (per issuance), and

showed how the eligibility criteria affected the rollover capacity of CPs issuers, reducing the

dependency of issuers to MMFs holding their debt. However, the effect needs to hold for

the total debt, to ensure that central banks increased the total issued amounts, in addition

to affect the debt composition, which we cannot confirm. de Santis and Zaghini (2021) used

the currency eligibility criterion of the CSPP to identify the aggregate effect of the CSPP

on corporate bond issuance: on average, 10 bn AC of bond purchases on the primary mar-

ket translated into an increase of issuance by eligible firms between 2,5 bn AC and 3,3 bn

AC. They showed that the effect took six months after the start of the purchases to unfold,

indicating that new firms probably entered the market for the first time. Using a shorter

time window, Todorov (2020) showed that the CSPP increased the issuance of QE-eligible

debt by 25%, consistent with our findings for CPs under the PEPP. We contribute to the

literature to the particular effect of LSAPs on the CP market, compared to the bond market:

contrary to de Santis and Zaghini (2021) for corporate bonds, we do not find an economically

significant increase of the total debt issued after the PEPP. However, we found that firms

shifted their debt structure towards eligible debt, without impacting the total issued amount.

Research on LSAP also mentions impact on debt maturity. In a New Keynesian model

with heterogeneous firms, Jungherr et al. (2022) show that firms with a higher fraction of

maturing debt are more affected by monetary policy: their higher rollover risk makes them

more sensitive to real interest rates. Short-term debt, such as CPs, can exacerbate rollover

risk (He and Xiong (2012)). These results motivate the analysis of the impact of uncon-

ventional monetary policy, through asset purchases, on debt maturity: if they are able to

increase debt maturity, it means that they can contribute to a decrease in rollover risk for

issuing firms. Breckenfelder and Schepens (2022) found an increase of the eligible debt in

the maturity bucket higher than six months, which corresponds to a 62.5% increase of debt

maturity issued by eligible issuers, compared to non-eligible issuers. We found a similar
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effect on the maturity, strongly driven by the newly eligible bucket. The dynamic analysis

showed that the effect is immediate after the start of PEPP purchases, but vanished when

the Eurosystem’s market footprint decreases.

Furthermore, we relate to the impact of investors present on underlying markets. de Santis

and Zaghini (2021) already included the lagged flows and stocks of insurance companies and

pension funds as an explanatory variable of the probability of issuing a CSPP- eligible bond.

However, they did not include the share of investor type holding corporate bonds by issuer.

Lugo (2021) showed that firms’ investors matter for their debt maturity choices: using US

data, he found that the demand for CPs by MMFs is positively correlated with the use of

CPs by firms, unveiling the role of investors in capital debt structure. We relate to this

literature by studying the impact of the investor sector holding CP debt before the crisis:

we found that being mainly hold by MMFs before the crisis reduces the impact of the PEPP

on maturity.

From a methodological viewpoint, we contribute to the literature of empirical evaluation of

LSAPs in several ways: i) firstly, we take into account the possible endogeneity of eligibility

criteria. The PEPP introduced a minimum issuance amount, and reduced the maturity at

issuance: both are at the hand of the firm, which can decide to issue eligible debt or not, given

its credit rating. When studying the effect on yields and maturity, we exclude the criteria

related to the dependent variable in our regression. We then ii) provide a dynamic analysis

of the impact of the PEPP on the corporate CP market using Callaway and Sant’Anna

(2021) estimators to overcome certain drawbacks of dynamic TWFE. Finally, we iii) rely

on a comprehensive dataset of transactions on the French corporate market, allowing us to

precisely identify the impact of the start of the purchases.

3. The corporate commercial paper market during the March

2020 turmoil

The commercial paper market under pressure during the Covid crisis. In March

2020, the uncertain environment led institutional investors to withdraw their shares from

investment funds and, in particular, from money market funds (MMFs). The cash-like prop-

erties of these funds render them particularly attractive in normal times : they offer daily

redemptions, while investing in short-term securities and holding regulatory cash buffers.

They are thus particularly attractive for institutional investors looking for cash management
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opportunities. This is the case for instance of non-financial corporations (NFCs). In France,

for the last quarter of 2019, non-financial firms held 21.95% of French MMFs.7 Facing an

uncertain outlook, firms started requesting redemptions of their MMFs’ shares, to honor

their potential upcoming cash needs.

To meet these heightened outflows, MMFs raised cash by selling assets, including CPs, which

represented 19.6% of French MMF’s assets under management (314 billion AC in December

2019).8 Corporate CPs are usually bought by MMFs since their short maturity matches

the investment horizon of these funds. Corporate commercial papers are unsecured debt,

without coupons, and with a fixed maturity at issuance. They can be issued at a certain

fixed rate or be pegged to some index (overnight index swap rate for the relevant maturity)

plus some fixed spread or margin. These marketable debt securities are issued by firms,

banks or public entities.9

Characteristics of the CP market. The market is very concentrated both from a sup-

ply and demand side point of view. There are very few issuers active on this market: there

were 132 active corporate issuers of commercial papers in euros in 2019, before the crisis.

However, these non-financial corporations are usually large (50% of the sample had total

assets higher than 10 billion AC on average in 2019, Figure 1). They also use this market

relatively frequently: before the crisis, 50.8% of the issuers issued commercial papers at least

during 25 trading days out of the 251 working days in 2019 (Figure 2). The investor universe

is also very condensed. MMFs are the main investors on this market, holding 71.63% of the

newly issued corporate CPs in Q4-2019.

The selling position of MMFs in March 2020 quickly triggered a market freeze, possibly im-

pairing firms’ short-term funding , as highlighted in Breckenfelder and Schepens (2022) at the

Euro Area level. A comparable mechanism was also at work with asset-backed commercial

paper (ABCP) in the US during the 2008 crisis (Duygan-Bump et al. (2012)). Banks are not

significant investors in that market in normal times (7.79% of the newly issued corporate CP

at Q4-2019) and were thus not incentivized to step in. Moreover, since investors usually hold

CPs to maturity, the secondary market is very small and illiquid (Kacperczyk and Schnabl

7Source: SHS-S data merged with TCN data at Q4-2019.
8Source: BdF data on French investment funds, Q4-2019.
9Before 2016, commercial papers issued by financial institutions were called certificates of deposits in

Europe. Since 2016, commercial papers refer to all the unsecured short-term marketable debt instruments,
regardless of the issuing sector (public, financial, corporate), directly or through dealer-brokers, to cover
cash needs with a maximum maturity of 12 months.
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(2010)). One key difference with the US is that there is no financial sponsor providing credit

guarantees for commercial papers in the Euro Area: commercial paper issuers were thus not

able to find investors to meet their funding needs.

Commercial paper market disruptions started to materialize at the end of February 2020.

Issuance volumes plummeted: outstanding amounts decreased from 68 bn AC to 62.5 bn AC

between February and March 2020, while weekly issuance decreased from 6.7 bn AC during

the first week of February to 2 bn AC mid-March (Figure 3). Firms were facing difficulties

to rollover their debt, e.g. to rely on new issuances to finance the repayments from their

maturing commercial papers. Financing conditions tightened as the average yield on newly

issued papers increased across all maturity buckets, and the dynamic was stronger for long

tenors (Figure 5). As underlined by Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2010) for ABCP during the

2008 crisis, the combination of simultaneous decline in outstanding amounts and tightening

of financing conditions seems to reflect a negative net demand shock for commercial papers

rather than a negative shock emanating from the supply side, e.g. issuing firms, that should

have translated into lower volumes but also in lower yields. The context of March 2020 sup-

ports this hypothesis. As firms were facing stronger cash needs, they potentially increased

their use of the CPs market even if it entailed higher borrowing rates. Finally, consistently

with the findings of Covitz et al. (2013) on the ABCP market, and Gorton et al. (2014) for

commercial papers during periods of financial market tensions, firms started shortening their

debt maturity. The average maturity at issuance, weighted by the volumes issued, gradually

decreased from 91 days at the end of January 2020, when uncertainty about the pandemic

started mounting, to 61 days the week of the PEPP announcement (Figure 4).

The commercial paper market provides an important alternative source of funding for large

and creditworthy firms while constituting a way to increase their funding diversification.

Given their short maturity and the operational facility to issue debt on this market at usu-

ally cheap conditions, CPs are mainly used to cover short-term liabilities, such as inventories

or payrolls (Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2010)). They can also be used for “bridge financing”

(Kahl et al. (2015)), i.e., allowing firms to create a bridge to long-term financing.

The stress this market experienced in March 2020, together with the potential spillovers to

the real economy, justified the intervention of the Eurosystem on this market for the first

time in 2020. Commercial papers issued by firms were eligible to asset purchases, as part of

the PEPP announced on March 18, 2020.
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4. Design of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme

The market disruptions highlighted in Section 2. and the role played by short-term interest

rates in monetary policy transmission justified the need for the Eurosystem to effectively

intervene for the first time through asset purchases on the corporate commercial paper mar-

ket in March 2020. As highlighted by Todorov (2020) for corporate bonds, asset purchases

are conducted by central banks to ease financing conditions, improve market liquidity and

foster monetary policy transmission: in periods of high market stress, corporate bond in-

terest rates tend to rise and in stronger proportions for riskier assets. By buying eligible

marketable, high quality debt securities, central banks aim at improving market liquidity,

boosting asset prices and thus reducing financial stability risks that could arise with any

fire-sales phenomenon.

In response to the economic and financial consequences of the health crisis, the Governing

Council of the European Central Bank launched on March 2020 the Pandemic Emergency

Purchase Programme (PEPP).10 This programme had a dual objective. Its main direct goal

was to reactivate issuances on the commercial paper market at reasonable financing condi-

tions for large and creditworthy firms. Ensuring that firms would raise cash through this

market was key, as short-term cash needs were rising in the Covid-19 context driven by high

levels of uncertainty. Moreover, easing issuance on this market would decrease the firms’

demand to banks (Grosse-Rueschkamp et al. (2019) for corporate bonds), thus increasing

banks’ financing capacity for smaller firms without market access (de Guindos and Schnabel

(2020)). The other goal, more indirect, was to alleviate pressures on money market funds,

massively invested in commercial papers. The Eurosystem was able to buy on both the

primary and the secondary markets. It could therefore increase the liquidity of these papers

in the secondary market and facilitate money market funds’ sales of corporate commercial

papers to honor their redemptions. Finally, the presence of the Eurosystem on this market

could restore confidence for other investors and incentivize them to buy again corporate CPs

and not at a large discount.

Before the PEPP, commercial papers had never been in practice purchased by the Eu-

rosystem. However, they were technically eligible under the Corporate Sector Purchase

Programme (CSPP) but with different eligibility criteria than the PEPP:

• No minimum amount at issuance was required.

10Sources: (1) Announcement and (2) Decision.
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• The maturity at issuance had to be higher than six months.

• The credit rating of the security or the issuer needed to be Investment Grade (IG).

• Only CPs issued by corporates were eligible.

• Only euro-denominated CP were eligible.

As part of the PEPP, corporate CPs needed to meet more specific requirements to be eligible:

• The minimum issued amount should be equal or higher than 10 million AC.

• The maturity at issuance should be higher than 28 days and lower than one year. The

PEPP thus introduced a reduction in the maturity criterion, compared to the CSPP.

This criterion was key to ensure the transmission of monetary policy.

• The rating (long-term or short-term) of the commercial paper or the issuer should be

IG.

• The commercial paper needs to be issued in euros.

Among these requirements, the only exogenous criterion was its credit rating: the issued

amount, the maturity at issuance and the currency of issuance all depend on and are there-

fore endogenous to the issuers’ decision. Consequently, the credit rating dimension will be our

first criterion to form our treatment and control groups later in our difference-in-difference

analysis (see Section 6. for the empirical strategy).

The implementation of the facility was quick. The facility itself was ultimately short-lived

compared to other typical asset purchase programmes such as the Eurosystem’s CSPP. The

first commercial paper purchases started on March 27th, 2020. The Eurosystem bought

commercial papers on both the primary and the secondary segments of the market. How-

ever, the vast majority of the purchases were conducted on the primary market (81.23% of

the purchases between March and May 2020).11 According to the ECB’s aggregate official

statistics, net purchases of commercial papers for the euro area were standing at 35.4 billion

AC at the end of May 2020. They rapidly decreased, suggesting that the facility was designed

to alleviate pressures in this market only in the short run. Net purchases have been negative

since June 2020.

11Source: ECB aggregate statistics.
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5. Data

We conduct our analysis from January 2020 to September 2020. We are interested in quan-

tifying both i) the short-run effects of the PEPP, i.e., during the active period of the net

purchases by the Eurosystem, and ii) the medium-term impact it could have had during the

recovery of the market, justifying the expansion of our sample period to September 2020.

We exploit transaction-level data of corporate commercial paper issuances, enriched with

firm-level variables relative to their balance sheets, income statements and credit ratings,

from January 2020 to September 2020.

We use the Titres de Créances Négociables (TCN) dataset from Banque de France. This

database gathers daily transaction-level information on commercial papers issued by non-

financial corporations, banks and public entities. This dataset does not contain information

regarding the secondary market. However, this market being mainly a buy-and-hold one

(Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2010)), we do not anticipate this to be an obstacle in our anal-

ysis. Moreover, the Eurosystem intervention mostly focused on the primary market. The

dataset includes the following variables: ISIN, the issued, repurchased or repaid amount,

maturity date, interest rate at issuance, and the currency of the issued commercial paper.12

The micro nature of these data is key to our analysis: since it is transaction-level obser-

vations, we are able to capture the different transactions on the same ISIN. An ISIN has

usually a date of expiration, and firms issue several times using the same ISIN: in other

words, it means that several transactions with the same ISIN have different maturities at

issuance, with the same maturity date. This feature is essential to our analysis, and explains

why we do not use the Centralised Securities Data Base (CSDB) in this paper, which usually

has one observation by ISIN by month for CPs. In our analysis, we target only commercial

paper issued by non-financial corporations.13

To obtain comparable rates between securities, we convert variable rates to fixed rates. We

compute the average between the maximum and the minimum values of the daily EONIA

swaps by maturity bucket (from Banque de France), and we sum the declared rate and the

average EONIA swap.

12We filter out issuances in other currencies than euros given their small number.
13To identify them, we first exclude all the CIB identifiers since they are relative to banks, to only keep

the SIREN (French identifier for firms). To disentangle between firms and public entities, which have both
a SIREN, we rely on CSDB (Centralized Securities Data Base) to obtain the institutional sector associated
to the SIREN. Among public entities, we exclude local governments, but we keep firms which are partially
state-owned.
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To match TCN data with firms’ variables, we consolidate them at the issuer level. TCN

provides data at the security level (ISIN), and indicates the SIREN (French identifier) of

the issuing company. We use the corresponding LEI of the SIREN, obtained by GLEIF, to

match these data with variables from Bloomberg. We also include the LEI of the ultimate

parent company (via GLEIF), since companies can issue commercial papers through their

financial holdings.

This consolidation enables us to add variables related to firms’ balance sheet, income state-

ment and credit ratings. We retrieved at the publication frequency (quarterly when available,

semi-annually otherwise) of firms’ financial reports from Bloomberg. To capture the size of

the firm, we include the total assets (preferred variable in the regression, taken in logarithm

to normalize the data). To capture firms’ financing needs, we match their cash and near

cash items over their total assets, expressed in percent, and their short-term and long-term

borrowing over their current liabilities, also expressed in percent.

We obtain short-term and long-term credit rating at a daily frequency. To be eligible to the

PEPP, firms need to be rated investment grade by at least one recognized Credit Rating

Agency (CRA). We compute the maximum of the short-term and long-term credit rating

between the four CRAs accepted by the Eurosystem: Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, Fitch,

and DRBS. We have a small number of firms (6) which are eligible at the announcement

date of the PEPP, but become ineligible over our analysis timespan. To be conservative,

we exclude them from our sample. Other credit rating changes occur in our sample, but

without impacting the eligibility status of the issuer.

Finally, we windsorize (right-hand side only) at the 2% level the following variables: total

assets, issued amount, cash ratio, short-term debt ratio, long-term debt ratio, and the total

debt ratio.

Our final sample comprises 6173 daily transactions between January 1st, 2020 and Septem-

ber 30th, 2020 representing 215 bn AC of issuance (including all maturities) denominated in

euros by 135 corporates on the French primary market. 74 issuers are eligible to the PEPP

due to their credit ratings, and 61 are not, thus constituting our control group. In the latter

group, 51 are not rated.

Since the characteristics between eligible and non-eligible firms differ (Table 22), we control
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for their characteristics in our regression, either by including covariates or issuer fixed effects

to reduce selection bias.

In the last part of our analysis, we use the Securities Holdings Statistics by Sector (SHS-S)

dataset at Q4-2019 and merge it with the TCN dataset to identify the share of different

institutional investor holding the newly issued CPs during the Q4-2019, at the issuer level.

We are able to compute these shares for 93 issuers (out of 135 issuers). We focus on the

money market fund sector, given its strong footprint on the corporate CP market. Other

institutional investors do not represent a sufficiently high share for our analysis. Figure 12

plots the distribution of the share of MMFs holding newly issued debt during Q4-2019 by

firms, at the issuer level.

6. Empirical strategy

6.1. Identification strategy and eligibility criteria

We study the impact of the PEPP on the corporate commercial paper market using transaction-

level data of commercial papers issued by corporates between January and September 2020.

The micro nature of our data is essential to precisely define the control and treatment groups,

both at the issuer and security levels.

To identify the impact of the PEPP on the CP market, we rely on the start of the asset

purchases (March 27th, 2020), rather than on the announcement date (March 18th, 2020).

The reason why we do so is that in 2016, the Eurosystem already announced an interven-

tion on the CP market, without effectively purchasing any securities. As it is the second

announcement related to this market, we prefer relying on the start of the purchases, which

is the real new feature of the PEPP, together with new eligibility criteria.

The small lag between the announcement of new eligibility criteria and the start of the pur-

chases (8 trading days) is also important in our identification strategy, and supports our

choice of defining our cut-off date on the day of the purchases.

Finally, our identification strategy also relies on the fact that no other asset purchase

programs were targeting corporate commercial papers simultaneously to the PEPP. More

broadly, to the best of our knowledge, no other measures have impacted the commercial

paper market during our time window.
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We define eligibility criteria at two levels: issuers need to be rated investment grade, and

the newly issued CPs need to have a maturity of 28 days minimum, with a minimum issued

amount of 10 mn AC.14

For the majority of our specifications and unless stated otherwise, we will conduct our

regression using alternatively issuers’ ratings alone, or interacted with eligibility criteria

concerning the security itself. However, in the latter case, regressing for example the issued

amounts on the eligibility criteria at the CP level, which already integrates a minimum

threshold for issued amounts, would generate some endogeneity. Therefore, when considering

the issued amounts as our dependent variable (respectively, the maturity at issuance), we will

exclude this crtierion as part of the eligibility of the CP. This strategy allows us to avoid any

endogeneity issue that might arise at the ISIN-level with the two other endogenous criteria,

namely the maturity and volume thresholds.

6.2. Two-periods set-up

Our empirical strategy exploits the PEPP start of the purchases to construct a before-after

comparison between commercial papers that were eligible for purchases and commercial pa-

pers that did not satisfy the eligibility criteria. To do so, we rely on the canonical difference-

in-difference (DiD) approach, in a two-periods set-up, t = 0 and t = 1 (i.e., before and after

the implementation of the PEPP).

For the majority of our specifications, we rely on the eligibility at the issuer level. The

treatment group of our DiD approach therefore corresponds to the set of commercial papers

issued by investment grade firms, i.e., firms eligible for the PEPP according to the credit

rating criterion. In contrast, the control group is composed of commercial papers issued by

firms that are non-eligible to the PEPP owing to their credit rating, or non-rated.

In a standard DiD setting, the goal is to estimate the average treatment effect on the treated

14There is an additional criteria on the currency, that we do not consider since we filtered out all non-euros
issuances (because of their small number, they could not constitute a proper control group as in de Santis
and Zaghini (2021)).
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in period t = 1, generally defined as follows:

β =

E[YEligible,t=1|Eligible]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=α+δ+γ+β

−E[YEligible,t=0|Eligible]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=α+δ

+

E[YNon Eligible,t=1|NonEligible]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=α+γ

−E[YNon Eligible,t=0|NonEligible]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=α

 (1)

Where β can be interpreted in our case as the causal estimate for issued amounts, maturity,

or yields, under the assumptions that parallel trends hold (see Subsection 6.4.) and that

there is no anticipation of the treatment.

To estimate β in a two-period panel set-up, at the transaction level, we use several specifi-

cations of two-way fixed effect regressions (TWFE). The simplest one is the following:

Yi,j,t = δ × 1{i ∈ eligible} + γ × 1{t = 1} + β × 1{i ∈ eligible} × 1{t = 1} + εi,j,t (2)

Where Yi,j,t is the outcome of interest measured for commercial paper j issued by firm

i and at date t, 1{i ∈ eligible} is a dummy variable that indicates whether firm i is eligible

to the PEPP based on the credit rating criterion and therefore takes 1 for any investment

grade issuing firm and 0 otherwise. 1{t = 1} takes 1 if the variable is observed after the

implementation of the PEPP. The coefficient of interest is β, which measures the average

treatment on Yi following the implementation of the PEPP for eligible firms, relative to their

control group.

Because of differences between eligible and non-eligibles firms that could bias our estimate,

we include in the previous model control variables, Xi,t such as the firm’s size (in logarithm),

and its ratio of short-term debt over total debt. We therefore estimate the following model:

Yi,j,t = δ × 1{i ∈ eligible} + γ1{t = 1} + β × 1{i ∈ eligible} × 1{t = 1} +Xi,t × θ′ + εi,j,t (3)

Where Xi,t is a 1 × K vector of K control variables specific to each issuing entity and

θ is a 1 × K parameter vector. The previous model relying on a limited set of control

variables might not fully account for structural differences that might exist between entities

of the treated and those of the control groups. In addition, when considering a panel dataset

made of more than two periods (as we will do in the next subsection), the presence of shocks

occurring at different points in time and that can simultaneously affect all the issuing entities

in our sample can lead to biased estimates of β. To address these two sources of endogeneity
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concern, we estimate the following regression augmented with firm fixed effects and control

variables, and with firm-level and time-fixed effects (without controls):

Yi,j,t = αi + γt + β × 1{i ∈ eligible} × 1{t ≥ t∗} + εi,j,t (4)

Where t∗ is the moment of the PEPP implementation, αi correspond to the firm-fixed effects

capturing structural differences across entities and γt the time-fixed effects that can account

for macroeconomic shocks affecting all entities. Standard errors are double-clustered at the

firm and time-level.

Finally, in the latter specification, we add the eligibility criteria at the security level (which

is equivalent to a triple DiD), excluding the amount (respectively, the maturity), when

considering it as our dependent variable.

6.3. Dynamic set-up

The evaluation of the impact of the PEPP on the corporate CP market in a dynamic set-up,

e.g. assessing the impact every month, is necessary to study i) the time necessary for the

effects on yields, maturity and amounts to unfold, and i) their persistence.

Duygan-Bump et al. (2012) and de Santis and Zaghini (2021) showed that unconventional

monetary policy effects are not constant over time. Moreover, the intervention on the CP

market was scheduled to be effective in the short run, on the contrary to asset purchases

conducted on bonds during the CSPP, where it took more time for effects to unfold (de

Santis and Zaghini (2021) ). Understanding the dynamics of the effect is thus economically

important.

Under certain assumptions (parallel trends, absence of program anticipation), two-way fixed

effect specification with clustered standard errors provide asymptotically valid inference in

a set-up with more than two periods. Recent strands of research has focused on multi-

ple periods (higher than two) and variation in treatment timing (Borusyak et al. (2022),

de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfœuille (2020), Goodman-Bacon (2021)) across treated units.

The idea behind these new approachs is that TWFE might fail to conduct only ”clean”

comparison between treated and not-yet-treated units, which could bias the estimated coef-

ficients.

In our set-up, we do have multiple periods, but we consider that all firms (units) are treated
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at the same time: the PEPP start of the purchases is the treatment, instead of the indi-

vidual purchases. We thus do not fall in this category of alternative set-ups allowing for

heterogenous treatment timing.

However, following (Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021)), we compare our TWFE specifications

to their estimator. While every firm is treated at the same time, we do not have a balanced

panel: every CP issuer is not issuing every month. We thus use an heterogeneity-robust

treatment timing to fix this feature of our approach. Comparing TWFE and Callaway and

Sant’Anna (2021) estimator leads to similar results.

6.4. Internal validity: Parallel trends

To ensure the internal validity of our results, we first check the parallel trend assumption,

using Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021) framework. As shown in Table 23, parallel trends hold

for our three main variables of interest (maturity, amounts, yields), with pre-trends being

non-significant.

7. Results

7.1. Has the PEPP boosted the issuance of commercial papers for eligible firms?

One objective of the PEPP was to reactivate the activity on the corporate CP market in

terms of volumes. To assess if the PEPP succeeded in boosting CP issuance, we first study

the impact on the issued amount per transaction. Table 1 gives the results of the specifica-

tions presented above, run on the sample between January and September 2020 and where

the dependent variable, Yi,t, is the issued amount. The elasticity of interest obtained with

control variables is statistically significant at 5% (Column 2) and suggests that the PEPP

increased the issued amount per transaction by 3.27 bn AC for PEPP-eligible issuers. This

corresponds to an increase of 15.66% of the issued amount per transaction compared to

non-eligible issuers before the crisis, and to a 8.58% increase for eligible issuers. Column

4 provides the estimates including time- and firm- fixed effects: results are not robust to

their inclusion, indicating weak evidence of an effect of the PEPP on fostering issuance. The

magnitude at the transaction-level is however stronger when considering eligible debt only:

issued amounts of eligible debt increased by 8.40 mn AC (Column 5), which corresponds to

a 41.97% increase compared to the pre-crisis level for our control group, and to 23.43% for

the treated group average before the crisis. This result is significant, both economically and

statistically, at the 10% level. This finding points towards a shift in debt composition by
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issuers to be eligible, rather than to a boost in CP issuance, triggered by the PEPP.

Following Todorov (2020), we aim at assessing whether there is a differentiated impact

depending on the credit rating of the eligible firm. We run the same analysis by splitting

our sample of issuing firms into four categories:

• The first one is made of 29 firms rated between AAA and AA- (corresponding to the

first credit quality step (CQS) according to the CEBS15 mapping)

• The second one includes 34 firms rated from A+ to A-

• The third one targets the 13 firms rated above the threshold of PEPP

• Finally, the last one encompasses the 49 non-rated firms and therefore non-eligible

firms of our sample.

Even if the representativeness of our sample of firms above the threshold is low, given their

small number, we would like to see if the result of Todorov (2020) for corporate bond is-

suance holds for corporate CPs, e.g. if firms just above the threshold given their rating make

more use of the facility than the others. We also include non-eligible firms to assess potential

spillovers from the eligible to the non-eligible firms.

Table 2 presents the results of the estimation including time- and firm- fixed effects, for

the eligible debt. We found that non-eligible issuers reduced their issued amount of eligible

debt by 9.21 mn AC (statistically significant at 10% level), while issuers just above the rating

eligibility threshold increased their issued amount by 38.67 mn AC, significant at 1%. We do

not find a statistically significant effect for firms in the second credit quality step . However,

firms in the first CQS increased their issued amount by 18.19 mn AC, significant at 5%.

To summarize, these first results indicate that firms eligible due to their credit rating issued

more debt, and more precisely, more eligible debt (debt with maturity at issuance higher

than 28 days and volume larger than 10 millions AC) than before the crisis. Firms just above

the credit rating threshold were the primary beneficiaries of the PEPP in terms of volumes

issued. However, our analysis does not reveal any spillovers to non-eligible firms.

To confirm a possible boost in issuance, we then look at the number of transactions, and

at the aggregated issued amounts. To do so, we aggregate all transactions at the monthly

15CEBS stands for Committee of European Banking Supervisors.
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frequency. Table 3 provides the estimates for the number of transactions. We found that

eligible firms issued less (-2.42) transactions. This result is robust to the inclusion of time-

and month- fixed effects, and is statistically significant at 5%. This suggests that eligible

firms issued less frequently, but with higher amounts. The PEPP might have contributed

to ensure that firms would be able to raise cash with higher amounts and less transactions

than before the crisis, indicating a stabilizing impact, with greater confidence on this market.

However, to assess the credit channel of monetary policy, we need to ensure that the aggre-

gate issued amounts at the monthly frequency did increase. Otherwise, it would suggest that

firms issued more by transaction, but this did not help to boost the total issued amount.

Firms would not have used more the CP market than traditionally. This could be partially

explained by the fact that other financing guarantees, such as state-guaranteed loans, were

available for them.

Table 4 provides the results. On aggregate, eligible firms reduced their aggregate issued

amounts by 89.73 mn AC, statistically significant at the 10% level. The economic magnitude

is however negligible, since it only represents 0.57% of the issued amounts by non-eligible

firms before the crisis, and 0.14% for eligible issuers.

These results suggest that we did not find an economically significant impact on the ag-

gregate issued amount of corporate CPs by eligible issuers. However, eligible issuers issued

more eligible debt at lower frequency. They seem to have mainly changed the composition of

their issued short-term debt to make sure that their commercial papers were indeed eligible

for the PEPP and could benefit from this safety net deployed by the Eurosystem.

Finally, we turn to the dynamic effect analysis to assess the persistence of our effect, and

the length of time necessary to unfold. Figure 13 presents the results for the issued amounts

by transaction, indicating that the effect was mostly significant shortly after the start of

the purchases (first month). The decrease in the number of transactions is however very

persistent, until month 4 (Figure 14). We do not observe any statistically significant impact

on the aggregate debt (Figure 15), confirming our previous conclusion that the PEPP did

not boost the aggregate issuance.
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7.2. Have eligible firms issued commercial papers with longer maturities after

the PEPP?

Traditionally, during periods of stress, investors try to reduce their exposure to enhanced

credit risk through the debt securities that they hold in their portfolio. As a result, the de-

mand for short-term debt securities tend to increase relatively to long-term debt securities.

This maturity shift in demand generates more difficulties for firms to issue long-term debt,

thus increasing their rollover risk. In this section, we explore the impact of the PEPP on

debt maturity, to assess if it contributed to a shift in debt maturity structure.

The new eligibility criteria announced with the PEPP modified the ones announced in 2016,

as part of the CSPP: CPs with a maturity higher than 28 days were eligible to the PEPP,

against six months under the CSPP. The maturity bucket between 28 days and six months

thus corresponds to the newly eligible one under the PEPP.

We first evaluate the impact of the start of purchases on all the transactions (Table 5,

Columns 1-4), under different specifications. We found that maturity increased by 42 days

on average, for the specification including time- and firm- fixed effect. This corresponds

to an increase of 40.20% of the maturity at issuance, compared to pre-crisis level for non-

eligible issuers. While the main objective of the PEPP was not to increase maturity at

issuance, this result underlines the importance of eligibility criteria, since eligible issuers

shift their debt composition, and here, their debt maturity structure. This effect can lower

vulnerabilities on firms’ debt structure, since increasing maturity contributes to a reduction

in rollover risk (He and Xiong (2012)) and in the uncertainty surrounding their financing

capacity. Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict the maturity distribution for eligible and non-eligible

issuers before and after the PEPP announcement, and show the shift in maturity at issuance.

Turning to eligible debt, we estimate two specifications. In the first one, the eligible debt

dummy equals one when a transaction meets all the requirements to be eligible (amount,

maturity and currency). In the second one, we exclude the maturity criteria from the eligible

debt dummy (which thus equals to one if the issued amount is higher than 10 mn AC and is

in euros), given potential endogenous criteria, when regressing the maturity at issuance on

covariates.

Our results confirm that firms shifted their debt maturity structure to issue more eligible

debt: using the first specification, we do find a significant effect of 29 days, just above the
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threshold of 28 days to be eligible to the PEPP. However, the second specification does not

lead to any statistically significant result, indicating that firms shifted their debt structure

just above the eligibility threshold.

Finally, we consider the dynamic effects on debt maturity, using Callaway and Sant’Anna

(2021) estimator. The effects of the PEPP on the maturity of commercial papers issued by

eligible firms is immediate and faded away only 5 months after the program was launched

(Figure 16). Not only the effect was statistically and economically significant, but this effect

on the maturity was also persistent with a low rate of decay. The effect vanished when the

net purchases by the Eurosystem started to be negative. This result is in line with what

Duygan-Bump et al. (2012) found for the effect of the Asset-Backed Commercial Paper

Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility on MMFs’ portfolios. Even if the framework

is different, central banks’ interventions on these markets appears to mainly have short-term

effects, consistent with their market footprint.

These results suggest that the start of the purchases did contribute to reduce the rollover

risk of eligible firms by creating incentives for them to increase their maturity at issuance to

be eligible to the PEPP. This effect is persistent up to four months, and vanished when the

Eurosystem’s market footprint became lower, at the start of the summer 2020.

7.3. Have eligible firms benefited from lower rates when they issued commercial

papers?

A crucial question with the implementation of the PEPP is to assess whether firms that were

eligible to this program were able to issue commercial papers at a reduced cost or not.

Table 6 presents the DiD estimates of the effect of the PEPP implementation on the yield

at issuance of commercial papers under the different econometric specifications considered

in our empirical strategy.

Unsurprisingly, columns (1), (2), (3) and (4) unveils that, after the implementation of the

PEPP and on average, both eligible and non-eligible firms were able to issue commercial

papers but at a higher cost. A first interpretation of this coefficient would argue that the

PEPP had a negative effect on the borrowing cost of firms via the commercial paper market

as it led to a statistically significant average increase in commercial papers’ yield of between

16 and 21 bps depending on the specification (Columns (1), (2) and (3)) considered.
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The estimate obtained for the interaction term 1{i ∈ eligible} × 1{t ≥ t∗} allows us to bet-

ter isolate the causal impact of the PEPP on yields from the repercussions of the sanitary

crisis itself. While the first column of Table 6 does not seem to suggest any statistically

significant effect of being eligible on the yield at issuance, the inclusion of either control

variables (Column (2)), firm-fixed effects (Column (3)) or both firm- and time-fixed effects

(Column (4)) reveals that the effect was both statistically and economically significant. In-

deed, the estimate varies between -8 and -11 bps depending on the specification. This effect

correspond to the double of the estimate on the dummy Post, underlying the important eco-

nomic magnitude of the effect on yields. Such a finding suggests that eligible firms benefited

from a relatively large discount on the commercial papers that they issued in comparison to

non-eligible firms. This result echoes the conclusions drawn in Todorov (2020) who argues

that the implementation of the Eurosystem’s CSPP announced on March 10th led eligible

corporate bond yields to drop on average by 30 basis points compared to non-eligible ones.

A natural question arises: can this average effect of the PEPP implementation on the paper

yield of eligible firms be mostly explained by what happened in the eligible debt segment

(i.e., maturity at issuance greater than 28 days and volume larger than 10 millions AC)? The

coefficient in front of the interaction term 1{j ∈ eligible} × 1{i ∈ eligible} × 1{t ≥ t∗} presented in

Column (5) tends to suggest that this overall effect on the yield of eligible firms does not

emanate from the eligible debt segment in particular.

To further investigate this finding, Table 7 presents the same results as the ones obtained in

Column (5) of Table 6 but by maturity bucket. For this analysis, we consider three maturity

buckets: commercial papers issued with a maturity strictly lower than 28 days (approxi-

mately 1 month, never eligible), the ones issued with a maturity comprised between 28 days

and 183 days (corresponding roughly to 6 months, newly eligible compared to the CSPP),

and the ones issued with a maturity larger than 6 months and lower than a year (eligible

both for CSPP and PEPP). For the different specifications behind the results displayed in

Columns (4)-(6), the dummy variable 1{j ∈ eligible} takes one if the issuance volume of the

commercial paper is greater than 10 millions euros. Columns (1), (2) and (3) suggest that

the overall reduction in the yield of eligible firms that can be attributed to the PEPP and

evidenced in Table 6 was only observed for the maturity-eligible segment. Indeed, commer-

cial papers issued by eligible firms but with a maturity lower than one month, therefore

being de facto excluded from the PEPP, did not benefit from a lower yield compared to
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the less-than-one-month commercial papers issued by non-eligible firms. Within the market

segment eligible according to the sole maturity criterion, the effect of the PEPP was larger

for commercial papers with longer maturities compared to the ones with shorter maturities

(Columns (2) and (3)). Indeed, the reduction in yield for eligible firms was -12bps for papers

with a maturity between one month and 6 months and -18 bps for the ones with a matu-

rity larger than 6 months and lower than a year. However, these effects observed for the

maturity-eligible segment are not statistically different depending on whether the volume is-

sued is greater than 10 millions AC or not. All commercial papers issued by eligible firms and

with a maturity larger than 28 days were uniformly impacted regardless of the volume issued.

Figure 17 displays our coefficient of interest (i.e., the effect of the PEPP on commercial

papers eligible to the programme due to the rating of their issuing firms) over time. Our

empirical strategy reveals that the effect of the programme on the yield of eligible commercial

papers was not instantaneous: it only materialized two months after the first purchases were

made. A study of the impact of the CSPP on euro-area corporate bond issuance by de Santis

and Zaghini (2021) highlights that central banks interventions seem to be only effective with

a certain time lag. This paper shows that the volume of corporate bonds issued by eligible

non-financial corporations increased only 6 months after the programme was announced in

contrast to issuances by non-eligible firms. We argue here that this delay of the impact

on yields could be explained by the implementation of the PEPP was concomitant with the

deployment of many other fiscal and monetary support measures such as the state-guaranteed

loans programme (Prêts Garantis par l’Etat) in France that benefited all firms regardless

of their credit rating and therefore temporarily reduced non-financial corporations’ need to

issue commercial papers to finance their day-to-day activities (supply side).

7.4. The role played by the universe of commercial papers’ investors

In this last part, we examine the impact of MMFs as investors of corporate CPs on matu-

rity at issuance after the PEPP. MMFs are massively invested on the corporate CP market

partly because their short maturity matches the investment horizon of their portfolio. It

would then be interesting to assess whether the impact we observed on maturity is different

according to the investor type holding CP debt at the issuer level before the crisis.

The direction of the sign we expect is unclear. It could be that issuers being mainly hold

by MMFs increased their debt maturity to reduce their future rollover risks, given the role

of the MMF in the CP market freeze. In that case, we would expect maturity to increase.
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Given the previous results we had on the increase in maturity, this would suggest that the

impact of MMF before the crisis had a contained impact on CPs’ terms of issuance. The

effect on the eligible debt is also unclear: firms could behave differently on this segment,

because they know that the Eurosystem could possibly buy them, in addition to their tra-

ditional investor universe. On the other hand, if the investor’s universe of a firm is very

concentrated, it could be difficult to find other investors, and firms would adapt their terms

of issuance to their initial main holding investor. In that case, we expect a negative sign for

the subset of firms being mainly hold by MMFs. After the March turmoil, the latter de-

creased the maturity of their portfolio to get more maturing assets, and make it easier to raise

cash to face heightened redemptions if necessary. This result would confirm the different re-

sults in the literature on the importance of investors on corporate debt (Massa et al. (2013)).

We define the dummy variable MMFi, which is equal to one if the share of the total issued

amount in Q4-2019 by a firm is hold at least at 75% by MMFs (16). This threshold corre-

sponds to the distribution of this share across firms (Figure 12), and allows us to split our

sample into two broadly equal groups.

We conduct the same analysis for maturity with different subsets. The first subsample en-

compasses all the transactions with issuers being hold by more than 75% by MMFs before

the crisis. Results are presented in Table 8 for the different specifications. IG-rated issuers

who were mainly hold by MMFs before the crisis increase the maturity at issuance of their

total debt by 32.8 days (significant at the 5% level). This result is lower than what the

eligible issuers issued after the PEPP, regardless of their investor type (see Table 5): for the

same specification, we observe that the maturity at issuance increased by 42 days on average

for eligible issuers (Table 5), but only by 32 days for eligible issuers being mainly hold by

MMFs, indicating that issuers seem to internalize their investors’ constraints in their terms

of issuance. To confirm this result, we conduct the same analysis on the subset of firms hav-

ing a share of MMF as investors before the crisis lower than 50%, corresponding to 34 firms

(Table 9). We found that these firms increased much more their maturity at issuance than

firms with a higher MMF footprint, by 86.7 days. This result does not hold when focusing

on eligible debt only. These results suggest that being mostly hold by MMFs, with regula-

tory constraints on their weighted average maturity, do play a role in debt maturity structure.

The results on the eligible debt (i.e., debt with issued amount higher than 10 mn AC) depict

16Results hold for 50%
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an interesting behavior: in the regressions not including the investor type, the increase on

debt maturity is of similar magnitude between all transactions and eligible transactions only.

However, in the MMF subset, we observe a decrease in the maturity of eligible debt of 18

days. This might suggest that on average, eligible firms increased their maturity, except for

eligible debt. One possible explanation is that MMFs were more active on this segment of

the market, and that issuers decreased their maturity at issuance to better fit their investors’

constraints. Results are insignificant for the subset of firms with lower share of MMFs as

investors.

These findings suggest that the high footprint of MMFs matter for corporate issuers eligible

to the PEPP. They increased less their maturity than issuers with a lower share of MMFs

holding their commercial paper debt before the PEPP.

7.5. The real effects of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme

Firms rely on commercial papers to fulfill their short-term cash requirements, making it

essential to gauge the impact of the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) on

their balance sheets for a clearer understanding of its potential ramifications. The primary

objective of the program was to stimulate issuances among eligible firms, enabling them to

address their immediate cash needs and mitigate rollover risks. However, the Eurosystem’s

net purchases were largely confined to the initial two months following the announcement,

indicating a short-lived impact. Consequently, we anticipate a limited tangible effect of the

PEPP on eligible firms, as the program primarily focused on market funding, while other

interventions were tailored towards bolstering employment and fostering investment.

We encounter data limitations when assessing the actual impact of the Pandemic Emergency

Purchase Programme (PEPP). Firstly, our analysis relies solely on biannual or quarterly data

concerning various firm variables such as cash reserves, short-term debt, sales, and invest-

ment. Secondly, not all firms within our sample consistently report these variables at the

same frequency. Consequently, our ability to measure the impact on certain metrics, such

as R&D investment, is hampered, as only 34 issuers in our sample reported this variable in

either September or December 2020. Similarly, the measurement of the effect on employ-

ment is constrained as we only observe this variable at year-end. Despite these constraints,

our analysis is conducted on a sample of 91 firms, primarily focusing on variables such as

short-term debt and cash.
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The Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) led to a slight increase in eligible

firms’ short-term debt and cash ratios. On average, the short-term debt ratios of eligible

firms experienced a 3.05 percentage point increase (as shown in Table 10). However, this

finding lacks robustness when fixed effects are included, aligning with previous results indi-

cating a moderate rise in commercial paper issuance. Conversely, the positive impact on cash

ratios was economically smaller: firms meeting PEPP criteria witnessed a 0.93 percentage

point increase in their cash ratios (Table 11).

These results confirm that the Eurosystem intervention on the corporate CP market was

effective into reaching its objective of restoring confidence on this market in the short run,

and that real effects are targeted by other programs.

8. Discussion on the potential costs of the PEPP

Our analysis focuses on assessing the impact of the initiation of purchases on treated firms

-those with high credit ratings- in relation to the primary objective of the PEPP: revitalizing

market activity by facilitating increased issuance under favorable financing conditions. As

previously noted, we also identified a positive unintended consequence stemming from the

eligibility criteria, such as an increase in debt maturity, which could aid in reducing rollover

risk for eligible firms.

While difference-in-differences setups typically examine the effects on treated groups, they are

not inherently suited for conducting a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis. In this section,

we aim to briefly discuss a potential cost associated with the intervention: the distortion of

competition towards eligible firms at the expense of ineligible ones. Specifically, we seek to

determine whether our earlier findings are driven by a substitution effect between treated

and untreated firms.

Descriptive statistics provide some insight into whether the observed effects stem from sub-

stitution between eligible and non-eligible firms. Prior to the commencement of purchases,

we observe that market activity, such as issued amounts, is primarily driven by eligible firms

(Figure 9). Following the start of purchases, while we do observe a relatively minor decline

in activity for non-eligible firms in March 2020, it is not significantly different from the

pre-PEPP period. This initial observation suggests that the resurgence in trading activity

observed post-purchases was propelled by both eligible and ineligible firms, indicating that

ineligible issuers were not penalized by the program.
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However, when examining issuance terms, disparities emerge: eligible firms were able (and

incentivized) to extend the maturity of their commercial papers, unlike ineligible firms, which

is reflected in the average issuance rates (Figure 8). Analyzing interest rates by maturity

bucket (Figure 11, and Figure 10) reveals a widening gap between eligible and non-eligible

firms, particularly pronounced for lower maturity buckets. This suggests that while the is-

suance volume for ineligible firms remained relatively stable, their issuance terms expanded,

possibly reflecting their lack of credit rating.

These observations imply that the PEPP likely played a role in restoring a significant trading

volume in the market while anchoring a reference rate in short-term funding markets, thereby

facilitating smoother monetary policy transmission in the short term.

9. Robustness tests

To assess the robustness of our results, we conduct one placebo test and one robustness test.

9.1. Results on the 2016 CSPP announcement

Our first placebo test consists of the 2016 announcement of the CSPP by the ECB, including

commercial papers. The latter were targeted with different and less eligibility criteria than

the PEPP. Since the announcement was not followed by effective purchases, it enables us

to measure the possible effect of announcement in restoring market confidence. We define

Postt a dummy variable which equals zero before March 10, 2016 and one afterwards, and we

conduct the same analysis for issued amounts, yields and maturity using data from January

1st, 2016 to September 30th, 2016. The CSPP did not have any criterion related to the

minimum issued amount; concerning maturity, only CPs with a remaining maturity of at

least six months were eligible. We thus modify our eligibility criteria in our regression at the

security level to integrate them.

Results are presented in Table 12, and bring new evidence about the difference between cen-

tral banks’ announcement and asset purchases. The CSPP announcement leads to a decrease

in interest rates of the same magnitude than the start of the effective purchases as part of

the PEPP (between 6 and 8 basis points, significant at 1% level). However, these results

are not robust to the inclusion of firm- and time- fixed effects (Columns 3-4). We conduct

the same analysis using two maturity buckets (Table 13): the one eligible at the CSPP (be-
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tween six and twelve months), and the non-eligible one. We do not find any statistically

significant results. These findings differ from our baseline results, indicating that central

banks’ announcements of eligibility criteria are not sufficient to create two distinct segments

and have a differentiated effect on financing conditions on both segments, on the contrary

to effective purchases. As an additional robustness test, we conduct the same analysis on

the maturity buckets of the PEPP (Table 14): we do not find any statistically significant

results, supporting our baseline conclusions.

We now study the effect of the CSPP announcement on maturity (Table 15). As we showed

earlier, the PEPP contributed to reduce the rollover risk by increasing the maturity at is-

suance of corporate CPs. We do not find any statistically significant effect of the CSPP on

maturity, indicating that announcements are not sufficient to modify issuers’ debt structure,

on the contrary to asset purchases.

Finally, the effects on issued amounts (Table 16) are weakly significant (at 10% level), with

a comparable economic magnitude of 2.9 mn AC. However, the effect vanishes when including

control variables or firm- and time- fixed effects: we cannot conclude to any effect on the

issued amounts related to the CSPP announcement.

All in all, these results suggest that central banks’ announcements might restore market

confidence by decreasing the interest rates at issuance, but these findings are not robust

to the inclusion of fixed effects. However, announcements do not seem to be sufficient to

change the maturity structure of newly issued corporate CPs. This comforts our result that

the increase in maturity observed in 2020 is caused by the change in the eligibility criteria

of corporate CPs under the PEPP.

9.2. Results on issuers issuing in both segments before the PEPP

Finally, we conduct the same analysis as in Section 7., but we restrict the sample to firms

which issued on both the eligible and non-eligible segment of corporate CP during the S2-

2019, before the crisis. This approach is similar to Todorov (2020) for corporate bond issuers

for the CSPP. The intuition behind this test is that firms issuing before the PEPP on both

segments might be more likely to drive the results, because they are more prone to switch

their debt structure towards the eligible segment. The new sample consists of 100 firms,

with the following distribution among credit quality steps: 13 firms are in the first group,
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29 in the second, 14 in the CQS 3, and 40 are non-rated.

We find similar results compared to the one obtained with the full sample of issuers. Eligible

issuers increased their issued amounts by 3.25 mn AC by transaction on average (Table 17),

and 8.45 mn AC for the eligible debt (compared to 8.40 mn AC with the full sample). Conduct-

ing the estimation by credit step ratings, we also find similar results: we did not find any

statistically significant result for the second credit rating step, but firms rated BBB issued on

average 39.7 mn AC more by transaction (Table 18), while non-rated firms issued less (-12.2

mn AC on average, compared to -9.21 bn AC in our baseline regression). While the effect is not

statistically significant for top-rated issuers compared to our results using the full sample,

the economic magnitude is broadly similar (13 mn AC against 18 mn AC with the full sam-

ple). These results confirm the statistical effect the PEPP had on issuance for eligible issuers.

We also obtain results with comparable economic magnitude for maturity (Table 19): for

firms who were already active on both segments before the crisis, they increased their ma-

turity at issuance by at least one month, and by 39 days when controlling for firms’ fixed

effects (significant at the 1% level). This result is not robust to the inclusion of firm and

time fixed effects.

Finally, we found similar effects for interest yields, both for all maturities (Table 20) and

by maturity buckets (Table 21). The magnitude is comparable: interest rates decreased

between 8 and 10 bps for all maturities, and decreased by 15 bps for longer maturities (-14

bps for the full sample).

10. Conclusion

Money markets are crucial for ensuring a good and smooth transmission of monetary policy

to the real economy. In March 2020, the first lockdown measures adopted to combat the

coronavirus associated led to severe tensions in these markets. Issued volumes decreased by

5.5 bn AC between February and March 2020 while interest rates started rising and maturity

at issuance decreased, exacerbating rollover risk for the issuers. These first signs of stress

justified the intervention of the Eurosystem on the corporate CP market via the PEPP. What

were the effects of this asset purchase programme on these short-term debt maturities? Re-

lying on a difference-in-different set-up, this paper studies the impact of the Euroystem’s

intervention on commercial papers eligible to the PEPP according to three dimensions: i)
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volume issued, ii) yield and iii) maturity.

We found that the PEPP contributed to a reduction in rollover risk for issuing firms eligible

to the program by increasing the maturity at issuance of their commercial papers between 30

and 41 days depending on the specifications. However, this increase is lower for commercial

papers issued by firms for which MMFs were the main investor before the crisis, which sheds

light on the importance of the investor universe and its concentration for firms. The effect

on debt maturity is relatively persistent. This finding also reveals the importance of the

calibration of the eligibility criteria when designing new tools. The PEPP also contributed

to easing financing conditions by decreasing yields between 8 and 11 basis points for eligible

firms in line with the literature that studies the effects of the Eurosystem’s Corporate Se-

curities Purchase Programme (CSPP) on bonds. The results on volumes are mixed. While

the amounts of eligible (commercial papers that satisfied the volume, the maturity and the

credit rating criteria) transactions increased by 8.10 mn AC, the aggregate debt issued on the

corporate CP market slightly decreased for eligible firms. The PEPP therefore triggered a

change in debt composition, without boosting the volume issued by eligible firms compared

to ineligible firms before the crisis (absence of windall effect).

The PEPP thus seems to have mostly altered the issuing conditions of eligible firms com-

pared to non-eligible ones. The Eurosystem acted as a new investor on this very concentrated

market where MMFs traditionally represent the main debt holders on the demand side.

The results on issued amounts are mixed: while the issued amounts of eligible transactions

increased by 8.10 mn AC, aggregate debt on the corporate CP market decreased: the PEPP

triggered a change in debt composition, without boosting its activity compared to ineligible

firms before the crisis.

Our results confirm that the objective of the Eurosystem’s intervention on the CP market

was intended to restore confidence and reactivate issuance on the short run. Consistent with

this goal, we do not find a real impact for eligible firms.

This episode highlighted the key role played by investors in causing disruptions for short-term

funding markets. Money market funds’ average portfolio maturity is tilted towards short-

term maturities (MMFR introduced maximum weighted average maturity of 60 days for short

term MMFs and 6 months for standard MMF). This limit might prevent funding from longer
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maturities. Both international and European institutions increased their vigilance towards

these topics (ESMA and FSB)17, and identified the very high concentration of MMFs on

the CP market, which is even stronger in the Euro Area than in the USA. Taking stock of

this episode, new policy proposals are under study, to increase market liquidity and enhance

investor diversification.

17Sources: ESMA and FSB.
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11. Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Distribution of total assets over 2019 by issuer.

Source: Bloomberg merged with TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 2. Distribution of the number of active trading days by issuer in 2019.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).

Figure 3. Weekly volume of CPs issued by corporates.

Note: The vertical red line corresponds to the week of the PEPP announcement.
Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 4. Weekly average maturity of CPs issued by corporates.

Note: The vertical red line corresponds to the week of the PEPP announcement. The maturity at issuance
is weighted by the issued amount.
Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 5. Weekly average rates of CPs issued by corporates.

Note: Yields-to-maturity are weighted by the issued amounts issued. Only issuances in euros are included.
The first bucket corresponds to the maturity bucket of ineligible debt for the PEPP according to the
maturity criterion (lower than 28 days), the second bucket encompasses maturities between 28 days and six
months, and the last one maturities higher than six months. The red vertical bar corresponds to the
announcement week of the PEPP.
Source: TCN data (BdF).
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Figure 6. Share of corporate CP issued in Q4-2019 hold by MMFs by issuer.

Source: SHS-S merged with TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 7. Distribution of the number of issuances of corporate CP for eligible
issuers to the PEPP before and after the PEPP announcement.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
Note: The first bucket corresponds to maturity at issuance between one and seven days, the second
includes issuances between 8 and 28 days, the third issuances between 28 and 91 days, the fourth
corresponds to issuances between 92 and 182 days, the fifth issuances between 183 and 273, and the sixth
includes issuances above 274 days.
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Figure 8. Distribution of the number of issuances of corporate CP for
non-eligible issuers to the PEPP before and after the PEPP announcement.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
Note: The first bucket corresponds to maturity at issuance between one and seven days, the second
includes issuances between 8 and 28 days, the third issuances between 28 and 91 days, the fourth
corresponds to issuances between 92 and 182 days, the fifth issuances between 183 and 273, and the sixth
includes issuances above 274 days.
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Figure 9. Amounts of CP issued by eligible and ineligible firms.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 10. Weighted rate by maturity at issuance of CP issued by eligible and
ineligible firms, with maturity lower than 28 days.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 11. Volume-weighted rate by maturity at issuance of commercial papers
issued by eligible and ineligible firms, with maturity higher than 28 days.

Source: TCN data (Banque de France).
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Figure 12. Share of corporate commercial papers issued in Q4-2019 held by
money market funds by issuer.

Source: SHS-S merged with TCN data (Banque de France).

Figure 13. Impact of the PEPP on the volume issued at the transaction-level, in
millions of euros, using Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021) estimator.
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Figure 14. Impact of the PEPP on the number of transactions using Callaway
and Sant’Anna (2021) estimator.

Figure 15. Impact of the PEPP on the aggregate monthly volume of issuance
using Callaway and Sant’Anna (2021) estimator.
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Figure 16. Impact of the PEPP on maturity at issuance using Callaway and
Sant’Anna (2021) estimator.

Figure 17. Impact of the PEPP on maturity on yields at issuance using Callaway
and Sant’Anna (2021) estimator.
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Table 1. Impact of the PEPP on the volume issued in millions per transaction.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the volume issued per transaction in millions of AC. Column 2
estimates regression 3 with additional controls (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates
regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only, and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed effects. Column 5
estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper with a maturity greater than
28 days, without considering the criterion on the amount issued). The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates
the impact of the PEPP on eligible firms, and the coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt refers to the
impact of the PEPP on the eligible debt (amount issued by an eligible firm greater than AC10 millions,
maturity greater than 28 days) issued by eligible firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm-
and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post 4.42 1.19 −0.32
(3.27) (0.85) (1.07)

IG rating 17.21∗∗∗ 10.30
(4.23) (6.70)

Post*IG rating −0.38 3.27∗∗ 3.45 1.81 −3.93
(1.16) (1.25) (2.81) (2.68) (3.12)

Cash −0.24
(0.35)

Short-term debt −0.10∗∗

(0.04)

Size (log) 6.79∗∗∗

(1.99)

Eligible debt −12.48∗∗∗

(3.19)

Post*Eligible debt 2.36
(3.79)

Post*Eligible debt*IG rating 8.41∗∗∗

(2.40)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 6173 4080 6169 6169 6169
R2 0.06 0.16 0.37 0.37 0.38

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 2. Impact of the PEPP on the volume issued in millions of euros per
transaction by credit rating bucket.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper with a maturity greater than
28 days, without considering the criterion on the amount issued) for firms rated in the first credit quality
step (from AAA to AA-), corresponding to 29 firms. Columns 2 produces the same results for the 34 firms
rated between A+ and A-. Column 3 displays the same results for the 13 firms above the PEPP eligibility
thresholds, i.e. between BBB+ and BBB-. Column 4 presents the regression for the 49 non-rated
non-eligible firms. The coefficient Post*Eligible debt refers to the impact of the PEPP on the eligible debt
in our difference-in-differences framework. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Eligible debt −21.75∗∗∗ −8.35 −25.12∗∗∗ −3.53
(5.25) (5.04) (6.12) (3.09)

Post*Eligible debt 18.19∗∗ 7.51 38.67∗∗∗ −9.22∗

(6.74) (4.08) (1.10) (4.25)

Firm FE Y es Y es Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es Y es Y es
N 1684 2015 384 1743
R2 0.33 0.25 0.23 0.55

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 3. Impact of the PEPP on the number of transaction by month by issuer.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the number of transactions per month. Column 2 estimates
regression 3 with additional controls (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4
with firm fixed effects only, and Column 4 includes time and firm fixed effects. The coefficient Post*IG
estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms in our difference-in-differences framework. Standard
errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units
for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post 0.63 0.69 0.29
(0.66) (0.96) (0.93)

IG rating 4.38∗∗∗ 1.74
(0.91) (1.02)

Post*IG rating −2.49∗∗∗ −2.17∗∗∗ −2.29∗∗ −2.43∗∗

(0.25) (0.51) (0.85) (0.92)

Cash 0.01
(0.12)

Short-term debt 0.03
(0.02)

Size (log) 1.73∗∗

(0.58)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es
N 857 556 850 850
R2 0.04 0.11 0.62 0.64

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4. Impact of the PEPP on the aggregate monthly volume issued in
millions of euros.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the aggregate amount issued per month. Column 2 estimates
regression 3 with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates
regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only, and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed effects. The coefficient
Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms in our difference-in-differences
framework. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and
short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post 39.07∗ 31.60 34.20
(19.82) (22.40) (20.21)

IG rating 256.92∗∗∗ 140.13∗∗

(44.67) (50.24)

Post*IG rating −78.82∗∗ −48.82 −72.34 −89.73∗

(23.66) (29.93) (42.84) (41.39)

Cash −2.22
(5.91)

Short-term debt −0.24
(0.59)

Size (log) 109.76∗∗

(35.98)

Firm FE No No Yes Yes
Time FE No No No Yes
N 857 556 850 850
R2 0.08 0.21 0.67 0.69

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 5. Impact of the PEPP on the maturity at issuance (in days)

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the maturity at issuance per transaction in days. Column 2
estimates regression 3 with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3
estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed effects.
Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose issued
amount is greater than AC10 millions, without considering the criterion on the maturity at issuance).
Column 6 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose issued
amount is greater than AC10 millions and maturity at issuance is greater than 28 days). The coefficient
Post*IG estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms in our difference-in-differences framework. The
coefficient Post*IG*Eli.debt displays the same estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated
firms. The coefficient Post*IG*Eli.debt(alt) displays the same results with the alternative definition of
eligible debt. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and
short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post −26.12∗∗ −25.18∗∗ −23.57∗∗

(9.17) (9.04) (8.86)

IG −27.04∗∗∗ −8.55
(7.92) (11.63)

Post*IG 44.55∗∗∗ 43.03∗∗∗ 38.24∗∗∗ 42.93∗∗∗ 31.21∗∗∗ 17.51∗∗

(4.39) (6.81) (7.08) (7.61) (8.38) (7.54)

Cash 1.99
(1.19)

Short-term debt 0.45∗∗

(0.17)

Size (log) 0.23
(3.85)

Eli. debt −15.23∗∗

(5.62)

Post*Eli. debt 8.07
(8.07)

Post*IG*Eli. debt 11.82
(7.44)

Eli. debt (alt) 25.48∗∗

(8.63)

Post*Eli. debt (alt) −0.72
(10.78)

Post*IG*Eli. debt(alt) 29.51∗∗

(12.25)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es Y es
N 6173 4080 6169 6169 6169 6169
R2 0.01 0.05 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.31

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 6. Impact of the PEPP on the yield at issuance in % by transaction.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the yield per transaction in %. Column 2 estimates regression 3
with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4 with
firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed effects. Column 5 estimates the same
regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose issued amount is greater than AC10 millions
and whose maturity at issuance is greater than 28 days). The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt
displays the same estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are
double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size:
in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Maturity 0.00∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post 0.16∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

IG rating −0.26∗∗∗ −0.24∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)

Post*IG rating −0.05 −0.09∗ −0.08∗∗ −0.11∗∗∗ −0.10∗∗

(0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

Cash −0.00
(0.00)

Short-term debt −0.00
(0.00)

Size (log) −0.03∗∗

(0.01)

Eligible debt −0.01
(0.02)

Post*Eligible debt 0.03
(0.02)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −0.02
(0.03)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 6172 4079 6168 6168 6168
R2 0.42 0.55 0.71 0.77 0.77

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 7. Impact of the PEPP on the yields in % by transaction and maturity
bucket.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 4 for the yield per transaction in % for the maturity bucket of
transactions lower than 28 days. Column 2 estimates regression 4 for the yield per transaction in % for the
newly eligible maturity bucket of transactions between 28 days and six months. Column 3 estimates
regression 4 for the yield per transaction in % for the maturity bucket of transactions higher than six
months (eligible under both the PEPP and the CSPP). Columns 4, 5 and 6 displays the same results for
eligible debt. The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same estimates for eligible debt
issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered by firm and time. Standard
errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units
for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Maturity 0.00 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post*IG rating −0.07 −0.12∗∗∗ −0.18∗∗∗ 0.02 −0.08∗ −0.18∗∗

(0.05) (0.03) (0.05) (0.07) (0.04) (0.06)

Eli. debt 0.03 0.00 0.04∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.01)

Post*Eli. debt −0.03 0.01 −0.06∗∗

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

Pot*IG rating*Eli. debt −0.08∗∗∗ −0.05 0.01
(0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Firm FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es Y es
N 858 4400 761 858 4400 761
R2 0.86 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.81 0.86

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 8. Role of money market funds as main holders of commercial paper debt
on the maturity at issuance (in days).

Note: Results in the table below displays estimates on the sample of firms being mainly held before the
crisis by money market funds. Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the maturity at issuance per transaction
in days. Column 2 estimates regression 3 with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size).
Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed
effects. Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose
issued amount is greater than AC10 millions, without considering the criterion on the maturity at issuance).
The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms in our
difference-in-differences framework. The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same
estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered by
firm and time. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and
short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post*IG rating 19.72∗∗∗ 16.95∗∗ 28.51∗∗∗ 32.84∗∗∗ 47.80∗∗∗

(5.18) (7.18) (6.59) (7.20) (11.53)

Short-term debt 1.33
(0.85)

Cash 3.67
(2.57)

Size (log) 77.87
(102.40)

Post −8.31
(12.53)

Eligible debt −10.28
(9.99)

Post*Eligible debt 27.02∗∗

(9.85)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −18.55∗

(8.86)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 3599 2484 3596 3596 3596
R2 0.01 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.31

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 9. Role of investors other than money market funds on the maturity at
issuance (in days).

Note: Results in the table below displays estimates on the sample of firms not being mainly held before the
crisis by money market funds. Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the maturity at issuance per transaction
in days. Column 2 estimates regression 3 with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size).
Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed
effects. Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose
issued amount is greater than AC10 millions, without considering the criterion on the maturity at issuance).
The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms in our
difference-in-differences framework. The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same
estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered by
firm and time. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and
short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post*IG rating 24.18 60.99 77.68∗∗ 86.71∗∗ 34.61
(18.67) (40.33) (24.64) (26.21) (67.82)

Short-term debt 0.17
(0.61)

Cash −1.74
(1.73)

Size (log) −55.38∗

(29.50)

Post −39.35∗∗∗

(9.87)

Eligible debt −1.99
(10.26)

Post*Eligible debt −22.93
(16.45)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt 61.97
(61.49)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 1182 768 1181 1181 1181
R2 0.01 0.11 0.16 0.18 0.19

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 10. Impact of the PEPP on short-term debt ratios of eligible issuers.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 4 for the short-term debt ratio at firm-level. Column 2 estimates
regression 4 with log(size) as a control variable. Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects and
Column 4 with firm- and month-fixed effects. The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the
PEPP on eligible firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
ST debt ratio ST debt ratio ST debt ratio ST debt ratio

Post −1.42 0.17 0.84
(1.20) (1.49) (1.40)

IG rating 4.41 16.62
(6.96) (9.30)

Post*IG rating 3.36∗∗ 3.05∗∗∗ 1.17 1.96
(1.51) (0.89) (1.78) (1.96)

Size (log) −7.57∗∗∗

(2.11)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es
N 5045 5045 5043 5043
R2 0.01 0.08 0.97 0.97

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 11. Impact of the PEPP on cash ratios of eligible issuers.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 4 for cash ratio at firm-level. Column 2 estimates regression 4 with
size (in logarithm) as a control variable. Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects, and
Column 4 with firm- and month-fixed effects. The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the
PEPP on eligible firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Cash ratio Cash ratio Cash ratio Cash ratio

Post −0.49∗∗∗ −0.30∗∗ 0.33
(0.15) (0.10) (0.28)

IG rating −3.38∗∗ −2.05
(1.21) (1.29)

Post*IG rating 1.33∗∗ 1.29∗∗ 0.59 0.93∗∗

(0.45) (0.42) (0.35) (0.39)

Size (log) −0.89∗

(0.49)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es
N 5351 5351 5349 5349
R2 0.05 0.08 0.92 0.93

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 12. Placebo test: Impact of the CSPP on the yields in % per transaction.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the yield per transaction in %. Column 2 estimates regression 3
with additional controls (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm fixed
effects only, and Column 4 includes time and firm fixed effects. Column 5 estimates the same regression
than 4 for eligible debt (e.g. taking one when the issued CP has a maturity higher than 28 days and the
issued amount is higher than 10 mn AC ). The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same
estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered by
firm and time. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and
short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Maturity 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post −0.02 −0.02∗ −0.04
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

IG rating −0.15∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗

(0.04) (0.07)

Post*IG rating −0.07∗∗∗ −0.08∗∗∗ −0.05 −0.05 −0.04
(0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Cash
(0.00)

Short-term debt 0.00
(0.00)

Size (log) −0.00
(0.03)

Eligible debt −0.09∗∗∗

(0.03)

Post*Eligible debt 0.10∗∗∗

(0.01)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −0.04
(0.03)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 6072 4371 6069 6069 6069
R2 0.16 0.21 0.47 0.47 0.47

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 13. Placebo test: Impact of the CSPP on the yields in % by transaction
and maturity buckets.

Note: Column 1 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper whose issued
amount is greater than AC10 millions and whose maturity at issuance is greater than 28 days) and whose
maturity at issuance was lower than six months. Column 2 displays the same results for transactions with
maturities higher than six months. The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP on
eligible firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels.

(1) (2)

Maturity 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00)

Post*IG rating −0.04 0.02
(0.03) (0.02)

Firm FE Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es
N 5401 663
R2 0.46 0.78

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 14. Placebo test: Impact of the CSPP on the yields in % by transaction
and PEPP maturity buckets.

Note: Column 1 estimates the same regression than 4 for commercial papers whose issued amount is
greater than AC10 millions and whose maturity at issuance is lower than 28 days (not eligible to the PEPP).
Column 2 displays the same results for commercial papers whose issued amount is greater than AC10
millions and whose maturity at issuance is between 28 days and six months (newly eligible to the PEPP).
Column 3 displays the same results for commercial papers whose issued amount is greater than AC10
millions and whose maturity at issuance is greater than six months (eligible to both the CSPP and the
PEPP). The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP on eligible firms. Standard errors
are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels.

(1) (2) (3)

Maturity 0.00 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post*IG rating −0.05 −0.02 0.02
(0.05) (0.02) (0.02)

Firm FE Y es Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es Y es
N 896 4410 663
R2 0.76 0.47 0.78

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 15. Placebo test: Impact of the CSPP on the maturity at issuance in days
per transaction.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the maturity at issuance. Column 2 estimates regression 3 with
additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4 with
firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm- fixed effects. Column 5 estimates the same
regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. taking one when the issued amount is higher than AC 10 millions).
The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP on eligible firms, and the coefficient
Post*IG rating*Eligible debt refers to the impact of the PEPP on the eligible debt issued by eligible firms.
Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio:
%. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post 3.44 0.92 9.76
(5.13) (8.34) (6.65)

IG rating −2.28 −30.00∗∗

(11.65) (11.69)

Post*IG rating 2.27 7.14 −2.01 −1.97 3.97
(2.15) (6.58) (8.21) (7.27) (3.68)

Cash −0.87
(0.84)

Short-term debt 0.51∗∗

(0.21)

Size (log) 9.71
(8.77)

Eligible debt 172.61∗∗∗

(26.32)

Post*Eligible debt −0.86
(28.38)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −31.45
(22.12)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 6077 4375 6074 6074 6074
R2 0.00 0.05 0.36 0.36 0.69

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 16. Placebo test: Impact of the CSPP on the volume issued in millions of
euros per transaction.

Note: Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the issued amount at issuance. Column 2 estimates regression 3
with additional control variables (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4 with
firm-fixed effects only, and Column 4 includes time- and firm- fixed effects. Column 5 estimates the same
regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper with a maturity greater than 28 days, without
considering the criterion on the amount issued). The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the
PEPP on eligible firms and the coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt refers to the impact of the PEPP
on the eligible debt issued by eligible firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and
time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post −1.88∗∗ −2.03∗∗ 1.28
(0.81) (0.71) (1.31)

IG rating 10.37∗∗ 13.16∗∗

(3.87) (4.61)

Post*IG rating 2.91∗∗ −0.43 −3.03 −2.14 −1.89
(0.90) (1.10) (2.16) (2.30) (2.49)

Cash −0.36
(0.30)

Short-term debt −0.13∗∗∗

(0.03)

Size (log) 4.50∗∗

(1.75)

Eligible debt −1.84∗∗

(0.78)

Post*Eligible debt −2.20
(1.61)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −1.76
(2.41)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 6077 4375 6074 6074 6074
R2 0.05 0.20 0.43 0.43 0.43

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 17. Robustness test: Impact of the PEPP on the volume issued in millions
of euros by transaction, on the subset of issuers active on the eligible and

non-eligible segment before the crisis.

Note: Results are displayed for the subset of issuers being active during the pre-crisis period on both the
eligible and non-eligible segments. Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the issued amount at issuance.
Column 2 estimates regression 3 with additional controls (short-term debt, cash and size). Column 3
estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time- and firm-fixed effects.
Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper with a maturity
greater than 28 days, without considering the criterion on the amount issued). The coefficient Post*IG
rating estimates the impact of the PEPP on eligible firms and the coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt
refers to the impact of the PEPP on the eligible debt issued by eligible firms. Standard errors are
double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size:
in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post 5.28 0.96 −0.22
(3.51) (0.71) (1.20)

IG rating 15.48∗∗∗ 9.93
(4.29) (6.26)

Post*IG rating −0.02 3.26∗∗ 4.07 2.40 −3.94
(1.53) (1.26) (2.80) (2.64) (2.89)

Cash −0.30
(0.36)

Short-term debt −0.12∗∗

(0.04)

Size (log) 7.33∗∗∗

(1.93)

Eligible debt −9.20∗∗

(3.03)

Post*Eligible debt −1.60
(4.05)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt 8.46∗∗∗

(2.29)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 5570 3847 5569 5569 5569
R2 0.05 0.17 0.37 0.37 0.38

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 18. Robustness test: Impact of the PEPP on the volume issued in millions
of euros by transaction, on the subset of issuers active on the eligible and

non-eligible segment before the crisis, by credit rating bucket.

Note: Results are displayed for the subset of issuers being active during the pre-crisis period on both the
eligible and non-eligible segments. Column 1 estimates regression 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial paper
with a maturity greater than 28 days, without considering the criterion on the amount issued) for firms
rated in the first credit quality step (from AAA to AA-). Columns 2 produces the same results for firms
rated between A+ and A-. Column 3 displays the same results for firms above the PEPP eligibility
thresholds, e.g. between BBB+ and BBB-. Column 4 presents the regression for the non-rated non-eligible
firms. The coefficient Post**Eligible debt refers to the impact of the PEPP on the eligible debt in our DiD
framework. Standard errors are double-clustered by firm and time.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Post 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(.) (.) (.) (.)

Eligible debt −18.76∗∗ −4.72 −24.15∗∗∗ −2.33
(7.08) (2.88) (5.48) (1.97)

Post*Eligible debt 13.41 3.39 39.72∗∗∗ −12.23∗∗

(9.34) (3.01) (1.52) (3.79)

Firm FE Y es Y es Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es Y es Y es
N 1339 1819 413 1626
R2 0.33 0.27 0.20 0.55

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 19. Robustness test: Impact of the PEPP on the maturity at issuance, on
the subset of issuers active on the eligible and non-eligible segment before the

crisis.

Note: Results are displayed for the subset of issuers being active during the pre-crisis period on both the
eligible and non-eligible segments. Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the maturity at issuance per
transaction in days. Column 2 estimates regression 3 with additional control variables (short-term debt,
cash and size). Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm-fixed effects only and Column 4 includes time-
and firm-fixed effects. Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (i.e. commercial
paper whose issued amount is greater than AC10 millions, without considering the criterion on the maturity
at issuance). The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same estimates for eligible debt
issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered by firm and time. Standard
errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units
for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Post −25.52∗∗ −24.69∗∗ −23.17∗∗

(10.33) (8.76) (8.95)

IG rating −22.90∗∗ −6.45
(8.57) (11.47)

Post*IG rating 39.32∗∗∗ 34.98∗∗∗ 32.56∗∗∗ 39.09∗∗∗ 14.77
(5.04) (5.44) (6.40) (6.95) (12.19)

Cash 2.03
(1.17)

Short-term debt 0.46∗∗

(0.15)

Size (log) −0.54
(3.92)

Eligible debt 68.51∗∗∗

(8.49)

Post*Eligible debt −11.81
(12.63)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt 19.25
(14.59)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 5570 3847 5569 5569 5569
R2 0.01 0.05 0.25 0.27 0.32

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 20. Robustness test: Impact of the PEPP on the yields at issuance, on the
subset of issuers active on the eligible and non-eligible segment before the

crisis.

Note: Results are displayed for the subset of issuers being active during the pre-crisis period on both the
eligible and non-eligible segments. Column 1 estimates regression 2 for the yield at issuance per transaction
in days. Column 2 estimates regression 3 with additional controls (short-term debt, cash and size).
Column 3 estimates regression 4 with firm fixed effects only, and Column 4 includes time and firm fixed
effects. Column 5 estimates the same regression than 4 for eligible debt (excluding the criterion on the
maturity, e.g. taking one when the issued CP has an issued amount higher than 10 mn AC and has a
maturity higher than 28 days). The coefficient Post*IG estimates the impact of the PEPP for eligible firms
in our difference-in-differences framework. The coefficient Post*IG rating*Eligible debt displays the same
estimates for eligible debt issued by investment grade-rated firms. Standard errors are double-clustered at
the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio: %. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Maturity 0.00∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post 0.16∗∗∗ 0.18∗∗∗ 0.21∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.02) (0.03)

IG rating −0.26∗∗∗ −0.26∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.04)

Post*IG rating −0.04 −0.08∗ −0.07 −0.10∗∗ −0.09∗

(0.06) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04)

Cash −0.00
(0.00)

Short-term debt −0.00
(0.00)

Size (log) −0.02
(0.01)

Eligible debt −0.03∗

(0.01)

Post*Eligible debt 0.07∗

(0.03)

Post*IG rating*Eligible debt −0.01
(0.04)

Firm FE No No Y es Y es Y es
Time FE No No No Y es Y es
N 5569 3846 5568 5568 5568
R2 0.41 0.52 0.72 0.77 0.77

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 21. Robustness test: Impact of the PEPP on the yields at issuance by
buckets, on the subset of issuers active on the eligible and non-eligible segment

before the crisis.

Note: Results are displayed for the subset of issuers being active during the pre-crisis period on both the
eligible and non-eligible segments. Column 1 estimates regression 4 for the yield per transaction in % for
the maturity bucket of transactions whose maturity at issuance is lower than 28 days. Column 2 estimates
regression 4 for the yield per transaction in % for the newly eligible maturity bucket, i.e. commercial
papers whose maturity at issuance is between 28 days and six months. Column 3 estimates regression 4 for
the yield per transaction in % for the eligible maturity bucket under both the PEPP and the CSPP, i.e.
commercial papers whose maturity at issuance is greater than six months. Columns 4, 5 and 6 displays the
same for eligible debt. The coefficient Post*IG rating estimates the impact of the PEPP on eligible firms.
Standard errors are double-clustered at the firm- and time-levels. Units for cash and short-term debt ratio:
%. Units for size: in logarithm.

(1) (2) (3)

Maturity 0.00 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Post*IG rating −0.04 −0.12∗∗∗ −0.16∗∗

(0.05) (0.03) (0.06)

Firm FE Y es Y es Y es
Time FE Y es Y es Y es
N 731 4037 665
R2 0.85 0.80 0.89

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 22. Issuers’ characteristics before the Covid-19 crisis.

Note: T-test for equality of means between groups. Cash ratios are expressed in % of total assets,
short-term debt and total debt ratios in % of current liabilities. Sample averages are computed using data
between January and December 2019.

Variable Eligible issuers (1) Non-eligible issuers (2) Difference (2) - (1)

Average Average

Cash ratio 6.3 9.5 3.2∗∗∗

Size (log) 9.9 8.8 −1.2∗∗∗

Short-term debt ratio 33 29.2 -3.8
Total debt ratio 139 110.7 −28.3∗

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Table 23. Parallel trends: pre-treatment effects

Note: This table presents results of the regression for the parallel trend assumption for eligible and
non-eligible firms issued amounts, maturity and yields before the PEPP start of purchases with respect to
their credit rating . It reports the estimated coefficients and p-values as described in Equation (7) for
pre-treatment months only, but the regression is conducted on the full sample.

(1) (2) (3)
Amounts Maturity Rates

January −3.26 1.32 0.03
(0.42) (0.89) (0.11)

February −3.00 14.48 0.04
(0.51) (0.31) (0.13)

N 4080 4080 4080

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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